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In this paper we discuss a class of contradive mappings which seems to 
arise naturally in the study of Frechet differentiable functions. 
Let A, M be metric spaces and suppose f is a mapping of A into M for 
which there is a constant 01 such that d( f(x),f(y)) < old(x, y) for all x, y E A. 
Then f is called a contraction mapping if 01 < 1, while if 01 = 1, f is called 
a nonexpansive mapping. We shall be concerned here with a class of mappings 
which lies between the above. 
DEFINITION. A mapping f : A ---f M is said to be a generalized contraction 
mapping if for each x E A there is a number I < 1 such that for each 
YEA 
4fNf(r)) G 44 4x, ~1. 
It was noted in Belluce-Kirk [l] that mappings of the above type provide 
an example of a class of mappings with “diminishing orbital diameters,” 
and thus that fixed point theorems established for mappings of this latter 
type ([l, 61) apply to generalized contraction mappings. It is our purpose 
in this paper to offer a more thorough discussion of these mappings; we 
discuss generalized contraction mappings in conjugate Banach spaces in 
Section 1, and then in Section 2 the relationship of these mappings to FrCchet 
differentiable functions is established. This relationship and a subsequent 
application serve to motivate our discussion. 
We shall adopt the following notation. For a subset S of a metric space 
M, let 
SS = sup{d(x, y) : x, y E S}. 
1. CONJUGATE SPACES 
In [5], it is proved that if X is a reflexive Banach space, and if K is a 
bounded closed convex subset of X which possesses “normal structure,” then 
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every nonexpansive mapping T : K + K has a fixed point. The weak 
topology plays a very crucial role in the argument of [5]. It has been brought to 
the author’s attention by R. H. Lohman, however, that this argument can be 
carried through without alteration in more general settings. In particular, 
one may utilize the weak* topology rather than the weak topology because 
spherical balls in a conjugate space are compact in the weak* topology. This 
yields the theorem: 
If K is a weak* compact convex subset of a conjugate space X*, and if K 
possesses normal structure, then every nonexpansive mapping of K into itself 
has a fixed point. 
Verifying just when a space possesses normal structure may be difficult, 
and thus it would seem more worthwhile to extend the principal results of 
[I], rather than [5], f rom reflexive spaces to conjugate spaces. This is because 
these results make no use of such geometric assumptions on the space as 
normal structure (sufficient conditions for existence of fixed points being 
imposed on the mappings). While the central argument of [I] does not 
seem to carry over, an argument can be given for the special case when the 
mapping is generalized contractive. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let K be a w*-compact convex subset of a conjugate space X, 
and suppose T : K + K is a generalized contraction mapping. Then T has a 
fixed point in K. 
Proof. Let Kl be a subset of K minimal with respect to being nonempty, 
w*-compact, convex and mapped into itself by T. Since Kl is w*-compact 
and convex, S(K,) < a3 ([2], p. 41). Let x E Kl . Then if S = S(K,) > 0, 
let 
u = {z E X : 11 z - T(x)11 < CC(X) S}, 
where a(x) < 1 is the contractive constant associated with x. The ball 0 is 
w*-compact and thus the set H = u n Kl is a weak*-compact convex subset 
of Kl . Furthermore, if .s E H then, since 11 z - x // < 6, it follows that 
11 T(z) - T(x)11 ,< a(x) 6, so T(z) E H. Therefore H is mapped into itself 
by T, so minimality of Kl implies H = Kl . Because every point y E Kl 
thus has the property that II y - T(x)/] < a(x) S < S, T(x) is a nondiametral 
point of Kl . Having established this fact, the argument may be completed 
precisely as in [5], since the only role normal structure plays there is to 
guarantee the existence of a nondiametral point in Kl if S(K,) > 0. The 
contradiction obtained implies S(K,) = 0 and Kl consists of a single point 
which is fixed under T. This fixed point is necessarily unique. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let B denote a ball centered at x0 E X with radius r > 0, 
and let 8B denote the boundary of B. If T : B -+ X is a generalized contraction 
mapping, and if T : aB + B, then T has a (unique) Jixed point in B. 
Proof. Assume x0 = 0 and let F(x) = (x + T(x))/2, x E B. Then one 
easily verifies 
(i) F is generalized contractive on B, 
(ii) F and T have the same fixed points, 
(iii) F : B --f B. 
(To see (iii), for x E B, x # 0, let z = rx/lj x I/. Then 
llqx)ll = 11 x + T(x)11 
2 
< 3 II x II + 4 II T(x) - TF)lI + 4 II TWII 
< HII x II + II x - fif II) + & 
= 7.) 
2. DIFFERENTIABLE MAPPINGS 
Let G be a convex open subset of a Banach space X and T : G + X. 
Suppose for x,, E G there is a continuous linear operator T& : X -+ X such 
that for every x E X, 
lirn T(x~ + tx) - T(xo) = T’ (x) 
t-0 t 5 - 
Then T,& is said to be the Gateaux deriwative of T at x0 . If the limit in (t) is 
uniform for all x with I/ x 11 = 1, then TiO is said to be the Fvkhet deriwative 
of T at x0. If the mapping x0 -+ TjO from G to the space of continuous 
linear operators on X is continuous, then T is said to be continuously Frkhet 
dijkztiable. These mappings are related to generalized contraction mappings 
in the following sense: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a bounded open convex subset of X and let 
F : A -+ X be continuously Frkhet differentiable on A. Then F is a generalized 
contraction mapping on A if and only if for each x0 E A, II F& )I .: 1. 
Proof, First suppose 11 F,& 11 < 1, x0 E A. Since x -+ F,’ is continuous, 
a neighborhood V of x,, may be chosen so that for some fixed q, < 1, if 
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XEVnA, IIFZ’II <‘lo. Since A is bounded, there exists a number t, , 
0 < to < 1, such that for each y E A, 
m=(l -t,)x,+t,y~V. 
Also there exists an element z0 on the segment joining x,, and m such that 
(see FrCchet [3]) 
Therefore, 
II F(x,) - W4ll < II FL, II II x0 - m Il. 
IIF -F(y)11 < IIF -W4ll + II&4 -F(y)11 
G II K, II II x0 - m II + II m -Y II 
G rlo II x0 - m II + II m -Y II 
= rloto IIx0 -Y II + (1 - fo)lI x0 -Y II 
= (1 + rloto - to)11 x0-Y IL 
Taking a(xo) = (1 + qoto - to), it follows that F is generalized contractive 
on A. 
Now suppose that for some x0 E A, // FL0 I/ > 1. (Our argument here is 
patterned after one given in Kantorovich ([4], p. 662).) Let E > 0. Then 
there exists t’ > 0 such that if 1 t 1 < t’, 
II 
F(xo + W -F(q) 
t -F&(4 /I < E 
for all x with // x 11 = 1. 
Hence 
F(xo + 5%) - F(xo) 
jllU -11 t 11 
from which 
II 
00 + t-4 -@o) 
t Ii 
> ,lF’ I, 
XII 
Select X, with Ij X, /I = 1 so that 
IIEL&)ll > 1 - ; . 




F(xo+txn)--ho) > 1-,-! 
t /I n’ 
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Take yn = x,, + t’~, . Then 
sup II F(Yn) - F(xo)ll 
n IlYn - xoll 3 l - E* 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary (not depending on x,), it follows that 
and the proof is complete. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
The extension of an earlier announced result of the author’s [7] from the 
class of reflexive spaces to the class of conjugate spaces is immediate from 
2.2 and 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a conjugate space and suppose f : X + X is a 
mapping which is continuously Frkhet dz$erentiable on X. Suppose there exists 
a one-to-one bounded linear mapping T of X onto X for which the mapping 
F = I - Tf has the following properties: 
(9 IIF,’ II < 1 for each x E X (Fz’ = I - Tf,‘); 
(ii) IF ) < 1, 
Then the equation f (x) = y has exactly one solution for each y E X. 
Proof. We follow arguments of Kolomjr [9] and Srinivasacharyulu [lo]. 
Let y* be an arbitrary point of X and let T( y*) = x*. Since IF 1 < 1 there 
is a number 01~ such that if x > 01~ , (ilF(x)li)/il x I/ < E < 1. Choose 6 > 0 
so that E + 6 < 1, and let 01s = /j z* II/S. Now let B = {x : I/ x \j < a} where 
01 = ‘or + as. Then, definingff(x) = F(x) + z*, we have 
II &)ll G II ~(4ll + II z* II < cc + 3 01 < c-d 
if ar<llx/l <a. Therefore F : 8B --f B. Because 11 F,’ /I < 1, x E B, 
Proposition 2.1 implies that F is generalized contractive on B. Since the same 
is true of F, Corollary 1.2 yields a unique fixed point x* of p, x* E B. But 
F(x*) = x* implies (I - Tf) x* + x* = x* so -Tf(x*) -/- T(y*) = 0 
from which !(x*) = y*. 
409/32/3-g 
When X is a Hilbert space, or more generally when X is uniformly convex, 
assumption (i) in Theorem 3.1 may be weakened to 11 F,’ 11 < 1, x E X 
(see [9, lo]). 
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